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The purpose of the Mars Entry, Descent and Landing Systems Analysis (EDL-SA) study was to identify feasible technologies that will enable human exploration of Mars, specifically to deliver large payloads to the Martian surface. This paper focuses on the methods used to guide and control two of the contending technologies, a mid-lift-to-drag (L/D) rigid aeroshell and a hypersonic inflatable aerodynamic decelerator (HIAD), through the entry portion of the trajectory. The Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST2) is used to simulate and analyze the trajectories of the contending technologies and guidance and control algorithms. Three guidance algorithms are discussed in this paper: EDL theoretical guidance, Numerical Predictor-Corrector (NPC) guidance and Analytical Predictor-Corrector (APC) guidance. EDL-SA also considered two forms of control: bank angle control, similar to that used by Apollo and the Space Shuttle, and a center-of-gravity (CG) offset control. This paper presents the performance comparison of these guidance algorithms and summarizes the results as they impact the technology recommendations for future study.

Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALHAT</td>
<td>Autonomous Landing and Hazard Avoidance Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG</td>
<td>center of gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>Entry Descent and Landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL-SA</td>
<td>Entry Descent and Landing – Systems Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIAD</td>
<td>Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L/D</td>
<td>lift-to-drag ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST2</td>
<td>Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X&lt;sub&gt;CG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>axial center-of-gravity location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y&lt;sub&gt;CG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>lateral center-of-gravity location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z&lt;sub&gt;CG&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>vertical center-of-gravity location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X&lt;sub&gt;CG&lt;/sub&gt;/D</td>
<td>axial center-of-gravity location over diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔV</td>
<td>instantaneous change in velocity (delta velocity)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I. Introduction

The Mars Entry, Descent and Landing Systems Analysis (EDL-SA) main objective in FY09 was to identify feasible candidate technologies that will support human exploration of Mars, delivering payloads between 10 and 40 mt, to the surface. Two candidate aeroshell technologies for the Mars atmospheric entry portion of the trajectory are a 10 m x 30 m mid- lift-to-drag (L/D) rigid aeroshell and a 23m diameter hypersonic inflatable aerodynamic decelerator (HIAD). These technologies were chosen to compare the more traditional rigid body aeroshell with an inflatable technology that is currently undergoing testing. The purpose of the first year was to compare these two aeroshell technologies and determine the additional technologies required that would provide the aerocapture phase for cargo delivery vehicles and the EDL required by both cargo and crewed vehicles at Mars. The following summarizes the guidelines and requirements put in place for the Mars EDL-SA first year study: 1) the hyperbolic approach velocity was set at 7.36 km/s, 2) the target orbit was a 1 Sol (33793km x 250 km) Mars orbit, 3) EDL initiates from the 1 Sol orbit, 4) the landing site is at zero m altitude, 5) touchdown provides 10 m accuracy and 6) the deceleration profiles remain within those limits set for a deconditioned crew. It was assumed for all the architectures that a reaction control system (RCS) would be the primary vehicle control for the bank angle control strategy, and CG movement in the vertical and lateral directions would be use for the center of gravity control cases. To emulate the characteristics of a RCS within a three-degree-of-freedom simulation, a “pseudo-controller” was used where the desired accelerations, rates, and control limits were modeled.

The main focus of this paper is to assess the performance of the different methods used to guide and control the two candidate technologies during atmospheric entry. The simulation used to analyze the trajectories of the candidate technologies and guidance and control algorithms is the Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST2). Three guidance algorithms were developed for the EDL-SA task: the EDL theoretical guidance, a Numerical Predictor-Corrector (NPC) guidance and an Analytical Predictor-Corrector (APC) guidance. The vehicles that represent these candidate technologies are large and the optimal control method is unknown. EDL-SA considered two forms of control, the first included bank angle control, similar to what is planned for the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission, and the second considered a center-of-gravity (CG) offset control. This paper presents the performance comparison of the control methods evaluated, along with the three guidance algorithms, and summarizes the results as they impact the technology recommendations for future study.

II. EDL-SA Simulation Overview

The Mars EDL-SA POST2 simulation is a three-degree-of-freedom (3DOF) trajectory simulation used to assess the performance and feasibility of the candidate technologies as well as the performance of each of the different entry guidance and control strategies of these candidate technologies. POST2 is a generalized point mass, discrete parameter targeting and optimization trajectory simulation program used for mission and system development support, engineering trade studies, development of reference trajectories, and mission planning and operation support at NASA Langley Research Center. POST2 has the ability to simulate 3DOF, 6DOF, and multi-degree-of-freedom trajectories for multiple vehicles, simultaneously, in various flight regimes. POST2 also has the capability to incorporate various gravity, atmosphere, terrain, vehicle, guidance, control, sensor and navigation system models.

Specific models used to tailor production POST2 for the EDL-SA purposes include use of the Mars Global Reference Atmosphere Model 2005 (MarsGRAM). The Mars planet model and terrain model that are being used for the Mars Science Laboratory were used for the EDL-SA simulation. Other EDL-SA simulation specific models include aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic models from NASA Ames Research Center for the two candidate aeroshell technologies: HIAD and mid-L/D rigid aeroshell, mass properties derived from response surface equations for HIAD and mid-L/D rigid aeroshell, a propulsion model, and the various guidance algorithms and control schemes discussed in this paper. In addition, EDL-SA assumes that the trajectories have perfect navigation knowledge and that technologies required to perform precise landings will be leveraged from the ALHAT project.

The EDL-SA POST2 EDL simulation consists of three phases. The first EDL phase, deorbit, begins with the POST2 simulation performing a deorbit ΔV maneuver from the apoapsis of a 1 Sol elliptical orbit. The second phase, atmospheric entry, begins at a geographic radius of 3522.2 km and the Mars atmospheric model is activated. The guidance algorithms are initiated shortly after. The third phase, range control, is achieved by using either bank angle or CG control and guides the vehicle to the point that the propulsion system is activated. These phases summarize the entry portion of the trajectory included in the EDL-SA POST2 simulation.
The EDL-SA POST2 simulation was used for both aerocapture and EDL analysis. Details of nominal reference trajectories and sensitivity studies for all architectures are presented elsewhere\(^3\). This paper focuses only on the simulation of the atmospheric entry portion of the trajectory.

### III. Entry Guidance Algorithms

Several guidance algorithms were developed and used to design the atmospheric entry portions of the trajectory. The guidance algorithms considered assessed the feasibility of each of the candidate aeroshell technologies with acceptable margin, to maneuver during entry such that the vehicle could reach a specified target. Algorithms considered included a Numerical Predictor-Corrector (NPC) guidance, a theoretical guidance and an Apollo-derived Analytical Predictor-Corrector (APC) guidance. For entry analysis and mass optimization, the theoretical guidance was used as the baseline because of its ease of implementation and relatively quick computational time. However, to validate the EDL results, entry performance was compared to select simulations using non-theoretical flight guidance algorithms.

#### A. Theoretical Guidance

The “Theoretical EDL Guidance” was developed to be highly adaptable to support any of the EDL concepts. It was used primarily to develop the design trajectories such that the trajectories, mass model, and thermal models were all consistent. It also had the ability to be detuned such the results would be comparable to those expected from flight guidance algorithms, such that the design trajectories did not have to be redone to support the actual guidance algorithms. It is POST2-based and has full knowledge of all environmental parameters such as aerodynamics, atmospheric density and wind profiles. The flight phases are representative of the numerical predictor-corrector and the Apollo-derived algorithms that were used in this study.

#### B. Numerical Predictor-Corrector

The Numerical Predictor-Corrector (NPC) algorithm\(^4\) was originally developed as candidate guidance for both the aerocapture and entry of the Mars Surveyor Program 2001 mission and the aerocapture of CNES Mars 2005 Sample Return Orbiter. The NPC algorithm operates using an outer loop called every simulation time step and an inner loop, called at some specified interval (e.g. every 10 seconds). For the EDL-SA implementation, the NPC receives perfect navigated state conditions (position and velocity) as well as current orientation and sensed body-axis accelerations. The algorithm integrates 3DOF translational equations of motion using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme.

The NPC algorithm includes simplified models of the planet, gravity field, vehicle aerodynamics, body attitude, mass properties and atmosphere. The predictor corrector inner loop is activated on a deceleration trigger that is tailored for each candidate technology investigated. The algorithm produces a command vector that includes either commanded bank angle or commanded CG locations. For the bank angle control case, the bank angle magnitude is used to control total range, and the direction is used to control azimuth to the target. Thus, as the Space Shuttle does, it performs a series of bank reversals to maintain the azimuth error within the desire limits. A half-interval search method is used to determine the appropriate bank angle and reversal times. Sensed acceleration data is used to update the internally stored atmosphere density profiles and aerodynamics. This is done by calculating the ratios of sensed accelerations and comparing them to the values predicted by the guidance algorithm. By knowing the aerodynamic accelerations ratios, scalar multipliers to the guidance predicted aerodynamics and density may be calculated. These scalar multipliers and altitude bias quantities are averaged over 10 second intervals and the averages are used within the inner loop.

The guidance logic for the powered descent was developed to be a linear profile of velocity versus altitude, where the slope was specified. Once the vehicle intercepted this slope, the terminal descent phase was initiated.

#### C. Analytical Predictor-Corrector

The Analytic Predictor-Corrector (APC) used in the EDL-SA simulation is a combination of a modified Apollo entry guidance\(^5\) and the Apollo powered descent guidance\(^6\). The modified Apollo entry guidance was a candidate guidance algorithm for both the aerocapture and entry of the Mars Surveyor Program 2001 mission, and the aerocapture of CNES Mars 2005 Sample Return Orbiter. It is the guidance for the Mars Science Laboratory mission, and will be the guidance for Orion return from the ISS. The modified Apollo powered descent guidance is currently under evaluation for Altair’s lunar propulsive descent guidance.

The Apollo atmospheric entry guidance controls to a terminal range and velocity target using pre-derived influence coefficients with respect to errors about a nominal L/D reference trajectory which is defined by range-to-
go, drag acceleration, and altitude rate as a function of relative velocity. The bank angle is reversed each time the out-of-plane central angle exceeds the reversal criterion, which is set as a quadratic function of the relative velocity. To minimize disturbance of downrange control near the target, bank reversals are inhibited below a given relative velocity magnitude. The bank angle is reversed each time the out-of-plane central angle exceeds the reversal criterion, which is set as a quadratic function of the relative velocity. The guidance logic for the powered descent phase is a quadratic guidance that uses a pre-stored steering thrust reference profile that reaches the landing site at the touchdown conditions. It commands thrust and attitude to reduce position and velocity errors at touchdown.

The reference profile is a gravity turn trajectory that consists of three segments: a constant thrust level, followed by a ramp down, and a smaller constant thrust level. Two target points are determined for the whole trajectory, one is set at the end of the ramp down segment or few seconds before the end of the trajectory, and the other is set at the end of the trajectory, which ends at the predetermined final conditions.

IV. Entry Control Strategies

Two different control strategies were used and analyzed in the EDL-SA study: bank angle control and CG offset control. The bank angle control strategy was used as the baseline along with the theoretical EDL guidance algorithm in the EDL-SA POST2 simulation for both the mid-L/D rigid aeroshell and HIAD entry vehicles. The other control method, CG offset control, was developed and analyzed as an alternative control strategy for the HIAD since bank angle control has not been established for inflatable entry vehicles. Initial studies show that the thruster sizes and fuel required for bank angle control were large, and the CG control was developed as an alternative.

A. Bank Angle Control

Bank angle control was the first method of control considered for the EDL-SA study, used for both the mid-L/D rigid aeroshell and HIAD. Bank angle accelerations of 5 deg/s² and a max rate of 20 deg/s are used in the simulation and are based on many historical studies, and were found to provide adequate control for accurate landings. This strategy is comparable to that use by Apollo, MSL, and the Space Shuttle. Thus there is significant experience with bank angle control.

B. CG Offset Control

Center-of-gravity (CG) offset control was the alternate method considered for the HIAD technology because of the large thruster size and fuel requirements. Specifically, this control strategy consists of moving the HIAD CG location to produce direct angle-of-attack and sideslip control to provide the normal and side force necessary to meet the desired conditions at the start of terminal descent. Each CG channel is controlled separately and independently, with a fixed axial CG location (x_{CG}), such that one component of the CG location controls angle-of-attack (vertical location or z_{CG}) and another component of the CG location controls sideslip angle (lateral location or y_{CG}). Figure 1 shows a plot of axial and vertical CG locations as a function of L/D at the trim angle-of-attack. For axial locations further aft, the amount of movement is minimized to achieve the same L/D, because of the decrease in static stability. For this study, 0.2 L/D performance was used as the CG control strategy baseline with an axial CG location (x_{CG}/D) of 0.35. The CG movement for CG
control is limited by performance with maximum movement rate of 0.0127 m/s (0.5 in/s) and an instantaneous maximum CG acceleration is assumed. CG control eliminates the open-loop bank reversal segments used in the bank angle control strategy since allowable heading error can be directly controlled by sideslip.

V. Simulation Results

Several POST2 nominal trajectories and Monte Carlos were run for each of the EDL-SA candidate aeroshell technology vehicle types, producing results to analyze the performance of each of these guidance and control methods discussed previously. Design parameters such as maximum deceleration, aerothermal heating rate and heating load and staging conditions (start of terminal descent engine initiation) helped determine and quantify system performance. Nominal trajectories and Monte Carlo results are presented and compared for the two control strategies and three different guidance algorithms.

A. Guidance Comparison

Monte Carlos with 2000-dispersed cases, varying atmosphere, aerodynamics, initial state and vehicle characteristics, were run using the EDL-SA POST2 simulation for the three different guidance algorithms. The comparison of the Monte Carlo simulations using APC, NPC and theoretical guidance algorithms for the mid-L/D aeroshell architecture is shown in Fig. 2. Both of the non-theoretical guidance algorithms (APC and NPC) can provide the required targeting accuracy of 10 m error at touchdown with perfect navigation and have minimal impact on the design parameters (maximum g-loading, maximum aerothermal heat rate and load, staging conditions, etc). The theoretical guidance performs well with respect to staging, or terminal descent engine initiation, in that there are small dispersions in altitude and Mach number. The non-theoretical guidance algorithms perform very well compared to the theoretical guidance, with NPC having a slightly larger dispersion in Mach number compared to APC and a smaller dispersion in altitude at staging due to the difference in staging event triggers. The propellant usage variations at touchdown for all the guidance algorithms are very similar. The results of the HIAD architecture Monte Carlos, shown in Fig. 3, are similar in comparison to the mid-L/D aeroshell architecture in that the same trends exist in the design parameter comparisons and the touchdown accuracy of 10 m are met for the three guidance algorithms. Also, the propellant usage variations at touchdown are similar between the NPC and APC guidance algorithms and the mean fuel usages compare to within 0.75 mT or about 8% of the theoretical guidance.

Figure 2. Monte Carlo results for mid-L/D aeroshell architecture.
B. Control Strategy Comparison

Nominal trajectories were run using the EDL-SA POST2 EDL simulation to illustrate the differences in the two control strategies, bank angle and CG offset control, shown in Fig. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows an example of the mid-L/D aeroshell architecture altitude-velocity profile for reference along with the heading error in degrees. This nominal trajectory was generated using the theoretical EDL guidance. The pullout phase contains the bank reversal strategy based on the allowable heading error (crossrange) as a function of velocity and when the error exceeds the allowable error, a bank reversal is commanded. The heading alignment phase beings at a specified velocity, about 2000 m/s for this architecture, in which the bank angle is a function of the heading error and is driven to zero degrees at the start of terminal descent engine initiation. An example nominal trajectory was also run with the NPC guidance algorithm utilizing the CG offset control strategy for the HIAD architecture, shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 illustrates the change in CG location, for both vertical (z\text{CG}) and lateral (y\text{CG}), throughout the trajectory. The z\text{CG} location provides the direct control of L/D to meet range and flight path angle requirements, while the y\text{CG} location provides control of sideslip angle to minimize heading error directly. Improved tuning of the NPC guidance algorithm will reduce the non-linearity of the z\text{CG} movement in Fig. 5. Figures 6 and 7 show the initial Monte Carlo (2000-dispersed cases) results comparison of the bank angle and CG control strategies, in terms of conditions at staging or engine initiation and remaining propellant at touchdown. The powered descent delivery conditions in Fig. 6 show little variation (approximately 500 m difference in the mean) in altitude and relative velocity in both control strategies. The remaining propellant shown in Fig. 7 has a larger mean and slightly smaller variation for the bank angle control compared to the CG control, however the differences are small and the trends in the statistical data are similar, illustrating the feasibility for both methods.
Figure 4. Nominal trajectory using bank angle control.

Figure 5. Nominal trajectory using CG offset control.

Improved guidance tuning will clean up the non-linearity in Zcg movement.

Zcg provides direct control of L/D to meet range and flight path angle constraints.

Drift in Ycg near end indicates loss of control margin due to winds.
Figure 6. Monte Carlo CG vs. bank angle control at staging event.

Figure 7. Monte Carlo CG vs. bank angle control propellant.
VI. Conclusions

Nominal trajectories and Monte Carlo results of the HIAD and mid-L/D aeroshell candidate technologies, using the three different guidance algorithms (theoretical, NPC and APC) and two control strategies (CG offset and bank angle), were generated using the Mars EDL-SA POST2 EDL simulation. It is shown in the Monte Carlo results presented that both the non-theoretical guidance algorithms (APC and NPC) can provide the required targeting accuracy of 10 m error at touchdown and have minimal impact on the design parameters of interest (maximum g-loading, maximum aerothermal heat rate and load, staging conditions, etc) independent of the candidate aeroshell technologies or architectures. It is also shown from the nominal trajectories and initial Monte Carlo results that, specifically for the HIAD, both forms of entry control (bank angle and CG offset) appear to be feasible based on terminal descent delivery conditions and fuel usage trends at touchdown. CG control can vary the acceleration in the vertical and lateral channels simultaneously, allowing greater flexibility in guidance formulation. Bank control’s constant lift acceleration is limiting in the guidance design, which can address cross track error or total range error separately, but not simultaneously. Lastly, more development (progression to 6DOF simulation), investigation and testing are needed to quantify the performance of both forms of entry control as well as fine-tuning of the higher fidelity guidance algorithms.
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